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Abstract
Phenylglyoxal (PGO), known to cause post-translational modifications of Arg residues, was used to highlight
the role of arginine residues of the F1FO-ATPase, which may be crucial to yield for the mitochondrial
permeability transition pore (mPTP). In swine heart mitochondria PGO inhibits ATP hydrolysis by the F1FOATPase either sustained by the natural cofactor Mg2+ or by Ca2+ by a similar uncompetitive inhibition
mechanism, namely the tertiary complex (ESI) only forms when the ATP substrate is already bound to the
enzyme, and with similar strength, as shown by the similar K’i values (0.82±0.07 mM in presence of Mg2+
and 0.64±0.05 mM in the presence of Ca2+). Multiple inhibitor analysis indicates that features of the F1
catalytic sites and/or the FO proton binding sites are apparently unaffected by PGO. However, PGO and F1
or FO inhibitors can bind the enzyme combine simultaneously. However they mutually hinder to bind the
Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase, whereas they do not mutually exclude to bind for the Ca2+-activated F1FOATPase. The putative formation of PGO-arginine adducts, and the consequent spatial rearrangement in the
enzyme structure, inhibits the F1FO-ATPase activity but, as shown by the calcium retention capacity
evaluation in intact mitochondria, apparently favours the mPTP formation.

Keywords: phenylglyoxal; F1FO-ATPase; mitochondria; permeability transition pore; inhibition kinetics;
divalent cations.
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1. Introduction
Chemical modifications in the side chain of critical aminoacids often cause substantial changes in enzyme
structure and function. The basic aminoacid arginine has a crucial role in the functioning of bacterial and
eukaryotic F1FO-ATPase [1,2], the enzyme complex which builds and hydrolyzes ATP. Other than in the
enzymatic catalysis driven by the electrochemical transmembrane gradient of H+ (ΔμH+) [3] and in the
morphology of the cristae [4], most likely the enzyme complex is also involved in the formation of the
mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP) [10-12], which leads to mitochondrial membrane
permeabilization, mitochondrial dysfunction and cell death. Interestingly, distinct arginine residues seem to
be crucial to allow both the vital enzyme role as ATP builder and its lethal function in mPTP formation
[1,5,6].
The F1FO-ATPase complex works by matching two rotary motors featured by different roles and structures.
The hydrophilic F1 domain, formed by α3, β3, γ, δ, and ε subunits, sustains catalysis, namely it synthesizes or
hydrolyzes ATP by its α3β3 globular hexamer. The hydrophobic FO domain, embedded in the IMM and
hosting the H+ channel, consists of a subunit, the transmembrane α-helices of b subunit and the c8 subunits
which form the c-ring. Mammalian F1FO-ATPases also contain the supernumerary subunits e, f, g, k, DAPIT,
6.8 KDa proteolipid, and A6L subunits. The two domains are joined by a central stalk (composed by γ, δ, ε
subunits) and a peripheral stalk, consisting of d, OSCP, F6 and the extrinsic α-helices of A6L and b subunits,
which prevents the α3β3 head rotation with FO [7]. The bi-functional F1FO-ATPase can synthesize ATP by
dissipating the ΔμH+ or act in reverse by hydrolysing ATP and re-energize the IMM [8]. Each α/β subunit
interface forms a catalytic site which undergoes one of the three conformations βTP, βDP (which bind ATP
with decreasing affinity) and βE (empty), which interconvert each other when the central stalk rotates [9].
The FO domain can channel H+ across the IMM in two opposite directions, namely from the intermembrane
space to the IMM and vice versa. Two discontinuous and asymmetric half-channels separated by a
conserved Arg on a subunit [1] match H+ flow to rotation: counterclockwise (viewed from the mitochondrial
matrix side) leading to ATP synthesis, driven by downhill H+ flux, and clockwise leading to ATP hydrolysis,
which sustains H+ pumping in the intermembrane space [10].
Mammalian F1FO-ATPases can dimerize by joining two adjacent FO domains. The g/f subunit on one side and
the DAPIT/k subunit on the other side of the F1FO-ATPase monomer establish two dimerization contact sites
with the k/DAPIT and f/g pairs of adjacent monomers. Moreover, two specific “curved domains” composed
by the e, g subunits and the membrane N-terminal helix of b subunits from the two monomers form the Vshaped dimer [7,11]. These membrane subunits are involved in the F1FO-ATPase dimerization, in the
formation of the cristae [12] and also in the Ca2+-dependent high-conductance mPTP formation in the IMM
[13], all events most likely interconnected [12].
The recent F1FO-ATPase involvement in the mPTP [14–16], in spite of some controversies [17], is especially
attractive, since the mPTP dysregulation is involved in severe pathologies [18] and in aging [19]. By making
the IMM unselective to small solutes (less than 1.5 KDa), the mPTP and its long-lasting openings can trigger
cell death. The mPTP channel would form between the F1FO-ATPase monomers of the dimer [14] or
alternatively within the c-ring [15,16], as c subunit ablation reduced the mPTP conductance [20]. Recently,
a tight connection between the mPTP and the mitochondrial Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase activity was proven
in our lab [21], which sustains the hypothesis that the Ca2+-dependent F-ATPase activity would open the
mPTP through a conformational mechanism [21].
Phenylglyoxal (PGO), long known to react preferentially with the guanidino group of arginine [22], is widely
exploited as chemical tool, not only to explore the role of arginine residues in the mitochondrial F1FOATPase function, but also to cast light in the mechanisms of mPTP formation in which arginine is thought to
be involved [6]. PGO, which contains both an aldehyde and a ketone group, is chemically reactive, while its
phenyl head allows incorporation in hydrophobic environments. The guanidino group of arginine, which

makes it the most basic aminoacid in proteins and a poor nucleophile, can react with PGO to produce
multiple products whose identification is still a challenge. Consistently, the species-dependent PGO effects
on the mPTP were related to the different adducts established within the enzyme structure [6,23–25].
On these bases, the present study exploits PGO to verify if the likely formation of stable adducts with the
F1FO-ATPase Arg residues modifies the F-ATPase activity, stimulated by either the natural cofactor Mg2+ or
by Ca2+, and affects PTP opening. The mechanisms yielding mPTP formation, investigated in this work, may
hopefully be exploited to counteract the deleterious effects of mPTP dysregulation.

2. Material and methods
2.1. Chemicals
Sodium azide, dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCCD) and oligomycin were purchased by Vinci-Biochem (Vinci,
Italy). Na2ATP and phenylglyoxal were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich (Milan, Italy). All other chemicals were
reagent grade. Quartz double distilled water was used for all reagent solutions except when differently
stated.

2.2. Preparation of the mitochondrial fractions
Swine hearts (Sus scrofa domesticus) were collected at a local abattoir and transported to the lab within 2 h
in ice buckets at 0–4°C. After removal of fat and blood clots as much as possible, approximately 30–40 g of
heart tissue were rinsed in ice-cold washing Tris-HCl buffer (medium A) consisting of 0.25 M sucrose, 10
mM Tris(hydroxymethyl)-aminomethane (Tris), pH 7.4 and finely chopped into fine pieces with scissors.
Each preparation was made from one heart. Once rinsed, tissues were gently dried on blotting paper and
weighted. Then tissues were homogenized in a buffer (medium B) consisting of 0.25 M sucrose, 10 mM Tris,
1 mM EDTA (free acid), 0.5 mg/mL BSA fatty acid free, pH 7.4 with HCl at a ratio of 10 mL medium B per 1 g
of fresh tissue. After a preliminary gentle break up by Ultraturrax T25, the tissue was carefully
homogenized by a motor-driven teflon pestle homogenizer (Braun Melsungen Type 853202) at 650 rpm
with 3 up-and-down strokes. The mitochondrial fraction was then obtained by stepwise centrifugation
(Sorvall RC2-B, rotor SS34). Briefly, the homogenate was centrifuged at 1,000 g for 5 min, thus yielding a
supernatant and a pellet. The pellet was re-homogenized under the same conditions of the first
homogenization and re-centrifuged at 1,000 g for 5 min. The gathered supernatants from these two
centrifugations, filtered through four cotton gauze layers, were centrifuged at 10,500 g for 10 min to yield
the raw mitochondrial pellet. The raw pellet was resuspended in medium A and further centrifuged at
10,500 g for 10 min to obtain the final mitochondrial pellet. The latter was resuspended by gentle stirring
using a Teflon Potter Elvejehm homogenizer in a small volume of medium A, thus obtaining a protein
concentration of 30 mg/mL [26]. All steps were carried out at 0–4°C. The protein concentration was
determined according to the colorimetric method of Bradford [27] by Bio-Rad Protein Assay kit II with BSA
as standard. The mitochondrial preparations were then stored in liquid nitrogen until the evaluation of FATPase activities.

2.3. Mitochondrial F-ATPase activity assays
Immediately after thawing, mitochondrial preparations were used for F-ATPase activity assays. The
capability of ATP hydrolysis was assayed in a reaction medium (1 mL) containing 0.15 mg mitochondrial

protein and 75 mM ethanolammine–HCl buffer pH 9.0, 6.0 mM Na2ATP and 2.0 mM MgCl2 for the Mg2+activated F1FO-ATPase assay, and a the same buffer at pH 8.8 plus 3.0 mM Na2ATP and 2.0 mM CaCl2 for the
Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase assay. After 5 min preincubation at 37°C, the reaction, carried out at the same
temperature, was started by the addition of the substrate Na2ATP and stopped after 5 min by the addition
of 1 mL of ice-cold 15% (w/w) trichloroacetic acid aqueous solution. Once the reaction was stopped, vials
were centrifuged for 15 min at 3,500 rpm (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5202). In the supernatant, the
concentration of inorganic phosphate (Pi) hydrolyzed by known amounts of mitochondrial protein, which is
an indirect measure of F-ATPase activity, was spectrophotometrically evaluated [28]. To this aim, 1 μL from
a mother solution of 3 mg/mL oligomycin in dimethylsulfoxide was directly added to the reaction mixture
before starting the reaction. The total ATPase activity was calculated by detecting the Pi in control tubes
run in parallel and containing 1 μL dimethylsulfoxide per mL reaction system. In each experimental set,
control tubes were alternated to the condition to be tested. The employed dose of oligomycin, specific
inhibitor of F-ATPase which selectively blocks the FO subunit ensured maximal enzyme activity inhibition
and was currently used in F-ATPase assays [21]. The F1FO-ATPase activity was routinely measured by
subtracting, from the Pi hydrolyzed by total ATPase activity, the Pi hydrolyzed in the presence of oligomycin
[26]. In all experiments the F-ATPase activity was expressed as μmol Pi∙mg protein−1∙min−1.

2.4. Kinetic analyses
To calculate the IC50 values, namely the inhibitor concentration which causes half maximal inhibition of the
enzyme activity, the enzyme activity data obtained in the absence of PGO and in the presence of increasing
PGO concentrations where used to calculate the enzyme inhibition that, after background correction, were
fitted to a 3 parameter equation (i), where the lower data limit (no enzyme inhibition) is 0. In equation (i)
the enzyme activity (y) is a function of the inhibitor concentration (x), “Range” is the uninhibited enzyme
activity (in absence of inhibitor), and s is a slope factor. As x is at the denominator, y falls at increasing x
values.
=

(

)
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The graphical methods of Dixon and Cornish-Bowden plots, which complement one another [29], were
used to detect the inhibition mechanism of PGO on the Ca2+- or Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase. The 1/v
(reciprocal of the enzyme activity) in Dixon plot or the S/v ratio in Cornish-Bowden plot were plotted as a
function of the PGO concentration. To build these plots, different experimental sets were designed in which
the F-ATPase activity was evaluated in the presence of increasing PGO concentrations at two ATP
concentrations, keeping the metal cofactor concentration constant. The values of K'i, which represent the
dissociation constant of the ternary ESI complex, were calculated as the abscissa (changed to positive) of
the intercept of the straight lines obtained in the Cornish-Bowden plots. In all plots the enzyme specific
activity was taken as the expression of v.
Kinetic studies on the mutual exclusion of different inhibitors on the same F-ATPase activity were carried
out. These analyses aimed at casting light on the possible interaction on F1 domain between PGO and azide,
a known F1 inhibitor and on FO domain between PGO and either oligomycin or DCCD, both known FO
inhibitors. To build Dixon-like plots, in which the reciprocal of enzyme activity data (1/v) (y axis) were
plotted versus PGO concentration (x axis), the F-ATPase activity was assayed in the presence of increasing
PGO concentrations at fixed concentrations of F1 or FO inhibitor and at constant ATP substrate
concentration. According to the graphical method employed [30], when the straight lines show different
slopes and intersection points, the enzyme inhibition mirrors the combined effect of the two inhibitors.
When the F-ATPase is inhibited by two not mutually exclusive compounds, for instance PGO (I1) plus F1
inhibitor (I2) or PGO (I1) plus FO inhibitor (I2), the enzyme can combine with both inhibitors yielding the

quaternary complex ESI1I2 [31]. The value of -αK'i, which represents the dissociation constant of the
quaternary ESI1I2 complex, was calculated from the abscissa (changed to positive) of the point of
intersection of the two straight lines obtained in the presence and absence of F1 or FO inhibitor. The
interaction constant α was then calculated from the ratio of between αK'i and to K'i [31] (Table 2).
All data were processed by GraFit Data Analysis Software (version 7.0.3). The correlation coefficients of all
the straight lines obtained in Dixon and Cornish Bowden plots were never lower than 0.95, thus confirming
the linearity of these plots.

2.5. mPTP evaluation
Immediately after the preparation of swine heart mitochondrial fractions, mitochondria (1mg/mL) were
suspended and energized in the assay buffer (130 mM KCl, 1 mM KH2PO4, 20 mM HEPES, pH 7.2 with TRIS),
incubated at 25°C with 1 μg/mL rotenone and 5 mM succinate as respiratory substrate. To evaluate PGO
effect, selected PGO doses were added to mitochondrial suspensions prior to PTP evaluation. PTP opening
was induced by the addition of small low concentrations of Ca2+ (10 μM) as CaCl2 solution at fixed time
intervals (1 min). The calcium retention capacity (CRC) was spectrofluorophotometrically evaluated in the
presence of 0.8 μM Fura-FF. The probe has different spectral properties in the absence and in the presence
of Ca2+, namely it displays excitation/emission spectra of 365/514 nm in the absence of Ca2+ (Fura-FF low
Ca2+) and shifts to 339/507 nm in the presence of high Ca2+ concentrations (Fura-FF high Ca2+). mPTP
opening, which implies a decrease in CRC, was detected by the increase in the fluorescence intensity ratio
(Fura-FF high Ca2+)/(Fura-FF low Ca2+). All measurements were processed by LabSolutions RF software [21].

2.6. Statistical Analysis
The data represent the mean ± SD (shown as vertical bars in the figures) of the number of experiments
reported in the figure captions and table legends. In each experimental set, the analyses were carried out
on different pools of animals. The differences between the enzyme activity data in differently treated
mitochondria were evaluated by one way ANOVA followed by Dunnett test when F values indicated
significance (P ≤0.05).

3. Results
3.1. PGO effect on the Ca2+- and Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase activities
Apparently, the Ca2+- and Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPases are similarly inhibited by PGO, which exerts the
same magnitude order of the inhibition extent, being the maximal enzyme inhibition attained at
approximately 4 mM PGO in both cases (Fig. 1). However, on considering the IC50 values, PGO inhibits much
more strikingly the Ca2+-dependent F-ATPase (IC50= 0.52±0.05 mM) that the Mg2+-dependent F-ATPase
(IC50= 1.10±0.07 mM) (Fig. 1). The inhibition mechanism of PGO on both the Ca2+- and Mg2+-activated F1FOATPases is uncompetitive with respect to the ATP substrate (Fig. 2A-B,C-D), namely PGO can only bind to
the enzyme-ATP (ES) complex forming the tertiary complex (ESI), irrespective of the divalent cation which
acts as cofactor. Moreover, the Cornish-Bowden plots show that the dissociation constant of the ESI
complex (K'i) of the Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase is lower (0.64±0.05 mM) (Fig. 2B) than that of the Mg2+activated F1FO-ATPase (0.82±0.07 mM) (Fig. 2D), thus indicating that in the presence of Ca2+ the formation
of the ternary complex is easier and stronger than in the presence of Mg2+.

3.2. PGO and inhibitors of F1 and FO domain in multiple inhibition analysis
Mutual exclusion analyses, carried out by incorporating binary mixtures of F1 and FO inhibitors to the FATPase reaction media, aimed at verifying the possible interaction of PGO with the catalytic sites of the
hydrophilic F1 domain (azide plus PGO) or with the transmembrane H+ pathway within the FO portion
(oligomycin plus PGO or DCCD plus PGO). Briefly, these experiments aimed at clarifying if PGO can combine
with the ternary ESI1 complex to form the quaternary ESI1I2 complex or if the binding of the first inhibitor
prevents the binding of the other inhibitor, in other words if the two inhibitors of the F1FO-ATPase are
mutually exclusive. The reciprocal of Ca2+- and Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase activity in the presence and in
the absence of fixed azide concentrations was plotted as a function of increasing PGO concentrations. Two
straight lines intersecting above the x axis in presence of Ca2+ (Fig. 3A) and Mg2+ (Fig. 3B) were obtained.
This result depicts a simultaneous interaction of PGO and azide with the enzyme. The graphically obtained
αK′i2 value is the dissociation constant of PGO from the enzyme–substrate–azide complex (ES∙azide).
Similarly, by employing adequate binary mixtures of PGO plus one of the two FO inhibitors, namely
increasing [PGO] and constant [oligomycin] (Fig. 3C,D), and increasing [PGO] and constant [DCCD] (Fig. 3E,F)
and evaluating the Ca2+- and Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase activities, the graphically obtained αK′i values
represent the dissociation constants of the ES∙oligo∙PGO complex and of the ES∙DCCD∙PGO complex,
respectively. The αK′i values of the three binary mixtures tested on the Ca2+- and Mg2+-activated F1FOATPase are reported in Table 1. The interaction constant (α) between two different compounds bound to
the enzyme obtained from the αK′i to K′i ratio indicates if the binding of one inhibitor (azide, oligomycin or
DCCD) affects (α≠1) or does not affect (α=1) PGO binding to ES (Table 2). Since for the Ca2+-activated F1FOATPase all the F1 and FO inhibitors tested in binary mixtures with PGO α=1 is obtained, the two inhibitors
bind independently of each other to yield the ESI1I2 complex. A different situation is pointed out in the case
of the Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase. All the calculated α values are > 1, thus indicating that in the presence of
inhibitors of F1 or FO domain PGO binding to the enzyme is somehow hindered.

3.3. mPTP sensitivity to PGO
The mPTP activity can be detected by adding Ca2+ at subsequent steps to the mitochondrial suspensions
and by evaluating the CRC, which represents the capability of intact mitochondria to accumulate Ca2+.
According to the method employed, the Ca2+ release from mitochondria ascribed to mPTP opening is
revealed by an increase in fluorescence intensity. In control mitochondria CRC increases upon subsequent
10 μM Ca2+ additions at fixed time intervals, as shown by the rise in the (Fura-FF high Ca2+)/(Fura-FF low
Ca2+) ratio, indicated in Fig. 4A as Fura-FF ratio. In the presence of MgADP, mPTP opening is delayed and a
higher CRC is detected. Mitochondrial suspensions were treated with 0.5 and 1.0 mM PGO, which
correspond to the IC50 values for the Ca2+- and Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPases respectively, and with 3.5 mM
PGO, namely the concentration that produces the maximal inhibition on the Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase.
respectively, The mPTP opening sensitization to Ca2+ can be appreciated by the decrease in CRC, as the rise
in fluorescence intensity appears earlier (Fig. 4A), namely at lower PGO concentrations. Consistently, the
mPTP formation extent, expressed as ratio of the number of Ca2+ pulses required to induce the mPTP in
MgADP inhibited (CRCi) and untreated (CRCo) mitochondria, is doubled in the presence of 0.5 and 1.0 mM
PGO, while it is apparently unaffected by 3.5 mM PGO (Fig. 4B). Therefore, the ability of PGO to modulate
the mPTP in swine heart mitochondria is apparently concentration dependent.

4. Discussion

When the F1FO-ATPase functions as H+ pump by exploiting the free energy of ATP hydrolysis it can use
different divalent cations as cofactor [32]. The present findings, obtained on freeze-thawed mitochondria
which are clearly permeable to substrates, cofactors and inhibitors, clearly show that PGO more efficiently
inhibits the Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase than the Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase, even if both the differently
activated enzyme activities are PGO-susceptive (Fig. 1). Recently, a new role in mitochondrial bioenergetics
was ascribed to the F1FO-ATPase: an energy-dissipating mechanism [33] that, when activated by Ca2+,
triggers the mPTP formation [21] and is responsible for the reversible mPTP opening. PGO was shown to
modulate the mPTP in a species-dependent manner by post-translational modifications of an Arg residue of
g subunit [6]. The uncompetitive inhibition mechanism of the F1FO-ATPase with respect to the ATP
substrate in presence of either Ca2+ or Mg2+ shows that PGO does not interact with the enzyme cofactor
sites and binds to a different site from that of ATP. Accordingly, the ES-PGO complex only forms when the
ES complex has already been formed (Fig. 2). Multiple inhibition analyses with binary mixtures of PGO and
azide, known to block ATP hydrolysis when Pi leaves the catalytic site [34], indicate that since PGO and
azide do not mutually exclude and can form the quaternary ES∙azide∙PGO complex (Fig. 3A,B). Therefore,
PGO binds to a different site from the azide binding site in the catalytic sites of F1 domain.
In the structurally and functionally coupled F1FO-ATPase complex the blockage of H+ translocation inhibits
ATP hydrolysis. The experiments with the binary mixtures tested, namely oligomycin plus PGO and DCCD
plus PGO, show that PGO does not prevent the transmembrane H+ flow within FO. Oligomycin and DCCD
bind to the H+ binding sites of c-ring and inhibit the F1FO-ATPase. Differently, PGO binds to the F1FO-ATPase
complex to form the ESI1∙PGO complex, without interfering with the binding sites of FO inhibitors (Fig. 3C,D
and 3E,F).
Therefore, PGO binds to the enzyme without interfering in the catalytic mechanism of the F1 domain and in
the H+ translocation mechanism of FO domain. However, the results point out some differences in the
response of the two differently activated F1FO-ATPase activities. On considering the lower αK’i values of the
Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase than that of the Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase, it is clear that the PGO has a
greater propensity to form the quaternary complex (ESI1I2) in the presence of Ca2+ than in the presence of
Mg2+. Moreover, the α value >1 obtained for the Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase with all the inhibitors under
study (Table 2) indicates that the inhibitors of F1/FO domain and PGO mutually hinder. On the contrary all
the α values obtained for the Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase are around 1.0, which indicates no interference
between the distinct inhibitor binding sites. Since Mg2+ and Ca2+ insertions are expected to promote
different conformational changes on the F1FO-ATPase [35,36], the more striking PGO inhibition on the Ca2+activated F1FO-ATPase could be explained by a modification of the enzyme structure caused by Arg adducts.
These adducts do not alter ATP binding and H+ translocation mechanism, but apparently make the enzyme
more prone to form the mPTP.
In rat mitochondria 1 mM PGO was reported to inhibit the mPTP and to marginally affect the
transmembrane potential generation by exploiting ATP hydrolysis in the presence of rotenone [24]. In our
experiments, since the F1FO-ATPase activity rate is only almost halved by a similar PGO concentration (IC50=
1.10±0.07 mM), the F1FO-ATPase may still be able to re-energize the IMM to some extent. Furthermore, the
same 1 mM PGO treatment which was reported to 90% inhibit the mPTP in rat liver mitochondria activates
the mPTP in swine heart mitochondria (Fig. 4). The Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase activity was proven as
essential to trigger mPTP opening [21]. However, the Ca2+- activated F1FO-ATPase inhibition by PGO
apparently contrasts with and the concomitant PGO-driven facilitation of the mPTP (Fig. 4). This enigma can
be tentatively solved on considering a putative structural role of the PGO-modified Arg. Among the many
Arg residues of the F1FO-ATPase, located in α, β, γ, ε subunit of F1 domain, and in a, c and g subunits of FO
domain, apparently the only Arg candidate to form an adduct with PGO responsible of mPTP formation is
the conserved Arg-107 of g subunit in yeast, which corresponds to Arg-96 in the human sequence [6].
Therefore, the Arg of g subunit could represent the PGO modified aminoacid residue. Apparently, such

chemical change results in the F1FO-ATPase inhibition but does not affect either the F1 catalytic mechanism
or H+ translocation within FO (Fig. 3). Accordingly, the g subunit is involved in one of the dimerization sites
by combining with the k subunit of the adjacent monomer. Moreover it joins the e subunit and the Nterminal helix of b subunits of each monomer to set up a “BAR-like domain” in the dimer that bends the
IMM [7]. It seems likely that the PGO adduct on the g subunit may promote a conformational rearrangement in the transmembrane portion of F1FO-ATPase supercomplex which mimics the oligomeric
Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase conformation which forms the mPTP. This structural re-arrangement would
prevent the chemo-mechanical coupling of ATP hydrolysis, alter the IMM curvature and the formation of
the cristae so as to favour the mPTP formation [35].

5. Conclusion
Some interesting clues emerge from the present findings. The F1FO-ATPase catalytic mechanism and the H+
translocation, both activated by Mg2+ or by Ca2+, even if to a different extent, are indirectly inhibited by
PGO, namely the inhibitor, without directly targeting the catalytic sites or the H+ channel, affects the
enzyme function. Interestingly, when the F1FO-ATPase activity is sustained by Ca2+ instead of by Mg2+, the
enzyme activity is more strongly inhibited and mPTP formation is facilitated. Since the enzyme is assumed
to have a different conformation when it binds Ca2+ or Mg2+ [37], PGO binding slightly differs due to the
different properties of the activating cation. The apparent discrepancy in the PGO-driven mPTP facilitation
accompanied bythe inhibition of the Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase activity, strongly implicated in mPTP
formation, can be overwhelmed on considering that the Arg adduct may change the F1FO-ATPase
conformation/structure so as to mimic the enzyme steric arrangement involved in the mPTP. Future
studies, aiming at enlightening the supramolecular F1FO-ATPase organization, are expected to add further
details to shed light on the structural changes in the enzyme complex and on its relationship with the
mPTP. On these bases, the multi-tasking F1FO-ATPase may emerge as a promising drug binding
bioarchitecture to counteract mPTP-related diseases [38].
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Dose-response curve of PGO on the F1FO-ATPase activity. Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase (▲) and
Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase activities (Δ) in the presence of increasing PGO concentrations. Data represent
the mean ± SD from three independent experiments carried out on distinct mitochondrial preparations.
Figure 2. Mitochondrial F1FO-ATPase inhibition by PGO. Dixon (A, C) and Cornish–Bowden (B, D) plots
obtained at 1 mM (○) or 3 mM (●) ATP for the Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase (A,B); 3 mM (□) or 6 mM (■) ATP
for the Mg2+-F1FO-activated ATPase (C, D) and designing the experiments as detailed in Section 2.4. All
points represent the mean ± SD (vertical bars) of four distinct experiments carried out on distinct
mitochondrial preparations.

Figure 3. Multiple inhibitor analysis by Dixon plots for the mitochondrial F1FO-ATPase inhibition by PGO. The
F-ATPase assay, in the presence of 2 mM Ca2+ plus 3 mM ATP (A, C, E) and in presence of 2 mM Mg2+ plus 6
mM ATP (B, D, F) were carried out in the absence (○) or in the presence of 25 μM azide(●); in the absence
(Δ) or in the presence of 3 µg/mL oligomycin (▲); in the absence (□) or in the presence of 0.25 μM DCCD
(■), as detailed in Section 2.4. Each point represents the mean value ± SD (vertical bars) of at least three
experiments carried out on distinct mitochondrial preparations.

Figure 4. Evaluation of mPTP opening. Representative curves (A) of the calcium retention capacity (CRC)
expressed as Fura-FF ratio, monitored in response to subsequent 10 μM CaCl2 pulses (shown by the
triangles), as detailed in Section 2.5, in untreated mitochondria (Control), and in the presence of 2 mM
MgADP, 0.5, 1.0 or 3.5 mM PGO. B) Quantitation of the mPTP is expressed as the ratio of the number of
calcium pulses required to induce the mPTP in MgADP inhibited (CRCi) and untreated (CRCo) mitochondria.
Data represent the mean ± SD from three independent experiments carried out on distinct mitochondrial
preparations. * indicates significant differences with respect to the control (P≤0.05).

Legend to Graphical Abstract. Ca2+ induces the enzyme conformation which opens the mitochondrial
permeability transition pore (mPTP). Phenylglyoxal (PGO) inhibits the F1FO-ATPase activity either activated
by Ca2+ or by Mg2+, but favours the enzyme conformation which opens the mPTP in the presence of Ca2+.

Tables
Table 1. Dissociation constant (αK'i2) of the quaternary complex ESI1I2 of PGO (I1) with each of the inhibitors
(I2): azide (F1 inhibitor) and oligomycin (oligo) or DCCD (FO inhibitors).
αK'i2 (mM)
Ca -ATPase
Mg2+-ATPase
ES azide + PGO 0.69 ± 0.04 1.17 ± 0.09
ES oligo + PGO 0.70 ± 0.05 1.21 ± 0.11
ES DCCD + PGO 0.61 ± 0.06 1.26 ± 0.10
αK'i2 values were graphically obtained from the Dixon
plots of Fig. 3 as detailed in the section 2.4. Data are
the mean ± SD of three different experiment carried
out on different mitochondrial pools.
ESI1 + I2

2+

Table 2. Interaction constants (α) between PGO (I2) and the inhibitors (I1): azide on the F1 domain and
oligomycin or DCCD on the FO domain in the ESI1I2 complex formation.
Azide Oligomycin DCCD
1.08
1.09
0.95 Ca2+-activated F1FO-ATPase
PGO
1.43
1.48
1.54 Mg2+-activated F1FO-ATPase
α values were obtained as detailed in Section 3.2. Data are the
mean ± SD of three different experiments carried out on different
mitochondrial pools.

